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Building World Class CAPA Skills

Industry Challenge
Problems happen. When they do, a company’s
Quality procedures require that they understand
why the problems occurred and then put plans in
place to ensure those problems do not recur. In
many companies this is easier said than done. In fact,
many organizations’ QA teams lack the skills to
properly oversee the CAPA process. The result is that
the underlying causes to many problems never really
get solved, so issues appear again and again. Teams
lose productive time, management and partners
become frustrated and, in some cases, regulators
take enforcement actions.

The TriRadial Solution
The CAPA process is not overly complicated but does
require structure and focus. At TriRadial, we have
developed a straightforward methodology that,
coupled with the right skills, provides an organized
framework for solving most problems. We work
actively with your organization to 1) train teams on
the process and skills required to run a effective
CAPA capability, 2) understand what to measure to
demonstrate control of your CAPAs and 3) set up the
governance needed to successfully manage the
overall CAPA process. These three steps provide the
foundation for creating the cultural change needed
to build a world-class CAPA capability. We also help
update procedures to reflect this approach and even
help reconfigure your systems to ensure full
alignment across the roles, process and tools
surrounding the CAPA process.

A structured CAPA framework
can make the difference
between continually fighting the
same fires and solving problems
effectively once to create
sustainable solutions
Train:
TriRadial can help guide your organization in a CAPA
approach that your Quality team may then roll out
across the entire organization. We have specific
examples tailored for GCP and GVP to ensure that all
the concepts are well-understood by those who will
be following the process on a daily basis. Our twoday workshop can help jumpstart your organization’s
CAPA capabilities. We have pre-made GCP and GVP
examples starting with problem scope and ending
with appropriate effectiveness check. Your team will
use a playbook, tailored to align with your CAPA
definitions, and participants can work through
examples to build their skills.
When the organization starts speaking the same
language and understands the how the pieces of the
CAPA process fit together, each plan starts out in a
stronger position. Rather than continually fighting
the same fires, discussions shift more appropriately
to the identification of actual root causes and actions
that proactively focus on systemic solutions.

Measure:
A well-defined CAPA structure and common
nomenclature lead to a better understanding of
metrics that enable full oversight and early detection
of potential delays or ineffectiveness. We employ a
Goal—Question—Metric approach to ensure that
only valuable metrics that clearly tie to business
goals are collected. In addition to defining the right
measures, we also help develop IT-enabled
dashboards and other visualization tools to provide
increased transparency to key stakeholders, both
internally and externally. We have developed various
pre-configured dashboards that can pull from your
CAPA system to help jumpstart implementation
efforts. Each part of the CAPA process is displayed to
show where it is on the lifecycle and where potential
bottlenecks may exist.

Problem Statement Definition

Investigation

Root Cause Analysis

CAPA Development

Effectiveness Check

Your organization can rapidly implement a robust
mechanism to conduct and control your CAPAs,
providing an effective way to demonstrate your
oversight of the entire process.

Manage:
With a well-defined and understood CAPA process,
clear metrics and full transparency, managing CAPA
becomes much more achievable. TriRadial can help
you to establish a functioning governance structure
to oversee and to act on delayed investigations and
actions. We also help you to establish a robust
charter with roles and process to quickly take control
of your CAPA process. With a functioning
governance structure, there is greater accountability
across the organization and improvement of overall
Quality performance.
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The Results
CAPA is a pillar of the Quality system. Designing and
implementing an effective CAPA capability can make
the difference between dealing with problems as
they arise and staying ahead of potential issues and
regulatory actions. When the organization has
control of its improvement process and can
demonstrate oversight, it instills confidence across
development teams, upper management, external
partners and regulators. Productivity increases
because teams are solving new problems, versus
repeatably combatting the old ones. Everyone
speaks the same language, has a common
methodology for solving problems and can easily see
whether the improvements are effective. The
organizational culture increasingly becomes more
quality-focused. CAPAs transform from being a pain
point to an enabler of your overall Quality system.

